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Instructions:
!* this qucstion pdpet consists af 50 questions in 12 pages
n Answet aU the questions.
+ Wtite ,aut Indet Number in the space pbrided in the answer sheet.
:tF Rea.d the inst.uclhns siven an thc back oJ lhe Ms|9et shect catefu r
:it In each o.l the questions I to 50, pick one ol the alternutiyes Jron (l), (2), (3), (,1). (5)

which is coftect or most apprcpriate an.l nark Jour rcsponse on the ansteer sheet r)ith
o .ross (x) in acco lan.e with the insttuctions giwn on the back of the ans'eu sheet

Use oj calculato6 is not auowed.
(Accclcralion due to gmvity, 8 = loN k8-l)

I Unit of pressurc is
(l) kg ms-'? (2) kg m2s-, (3) kgmrs2 (/t) kgm2s3 (5) kgm2s2Ar

2. X, Y and Z reprcscnt Lhree physical quanLllres with differcnt dimeDsi(ms- They can be combined
to form anothcr physic?l quantity P of the form,

P=AX+BY+CZ
Which of thc following exprcssions has different dimcnstons from the rcst?

(t, AX (2\ AX cz nt !4+7 \4t ry: \s) (By)(cz)

3 Which of the following statcmcnts ls not true?
(l) LASER light consrsts of tlansvcrsc waves
(2) Camma rays are t.ansversc waves.
(3) Pnmary waves (P-waves) travellinB through the crust of thc Earth are longitudinal waves
(zt) Ultrasound waves are Iongitudinal waves-
(5) FM waves arc longiludinal wavcs.

4. Consider the following statements made regarding the spccd of sound t] in an ideal gas
(A) ?r is directly proportional to the absolule lemperature of the gas
(B) | is invcrsely proportional to the molar mass of the g?Ls

(C) u depends on thc rabo of the molar heat capacities y for the gas

Of the above statemenls,
(l) only A is true (2) only (l is true.
(3) only A and B are true (4) only B and C are rrue
(5) all A, B and C arc true.

5 Which of the foliowing slatements madc regarding optical instruments undcr normal adjustmcnt
is not truc?
(l) In a simple microscope, the imagc of the object is virtual_
(2) When rcadrng small Ietters using a simple mic.oscope, a shoft sighted person has an advantage

over a long sightcd person.
(3) In a compound microscopc, the eyepiecc acts as a simple microscope
(4) In a compound microscope, the final tmage is jnvertcd.
(5) In an astronomical telescopc, the object distancc aid the image distance are both considered

ro he lcry largc

lSee
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6. In a certain thermodynamic process in which an ideal gas is used, the increase of the intemal energy
of the gas is equal to the heat supplied to the gas. This process is
(l) a cyclic process.
(3) a constant pressure prccess,
(5) an isothermal process.

7. When the tempemturc of a metal rod is increased by 100 'C, its fractional change in length is
2.4 x lO s.'fhe linerr expansivity of the material of the rod is

8. A certain tmnsformer has 9O0 tums in the primary coil and 30 tums in the secondary coil. lyhen
240 V altemating voltage is applied across the pdmary coil, the voltage across the secondary coil is

o* f\-" o* T-->-.oB-,/ B' n'-/
(l)

11. The accelerations due to gravity on the surfaces of a uniform spherical planet A of mdius Rl and a

uniform spherical planet B of radius Rs are equal, [f the mass of A is twice the mass of B,

o) RA={2R. e) Re= Rr ,r, no=} et Rn=$ 6\ Ro= Ru

v

(1) (3) (4)

(2) an adiabaric proc€ss-
(4) a constant volume process.

(1) 2.4 x l0-3 "cr
(4) 2.4x lO o"Cl

(1) Electrochemical cell
(4) Thermocouple

(2) 2.4x t0-4 "(:l
(5) 2.4x l0r "cl

(3) 24x tO-5 "C:l

(l) 0v (2) 8v (3) 12V

(2) Photodiode
(5) Charged capacitor

(5\ 7.2 kV

(3) Ptez@lectric cryshl

(4) 12v

9. which of the followins is not a source of e.mJ.?

10. The logic circuit shown in figure (a) is equivalent to

(s)(4)(3)(2)

12. A, B, C, D aftd E Ne fve coplanar forces of equal magnitud€s acting on a
My as shown in figure (a). Which of the following diagrams best represents

the direction of the resultant of these forces?

(2)

13. An ant of mass 2x 10-6 kg (2milligrans), which is srationary at the edge

of a horizontal smooth strip is removed in 0.2s by blowing with mouth.
The direction of blowing is horizonlrl as shown by the arrows in the figure.
If the anr is thrown out in the direction of the blowing with a horizont l
velocity of 05 ms-t, the avenge force exerted on the ant by the blow is
(1) 5xl0rN (2) Ixl05N (3) 2xl0-5N (4) 1x10-3 N

Figure (a)
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14. A small object of mass m plac€d on the horizontal surface of a frozen pond is given a kick imparting
an initial speed uo along the horizontal direction. The object moves on the surface in a horizontal
straight Iine without rotation. The coefficient of kinetic friction between the object and the surface
is p. If the air resistance can be neglected, the disfance that the object moves before coming to rest
ls

4
I

",2(1) :L'' 2pB
e) 4 G) 2:l

p8 p8
",2(4) :q (5)
',o

15. A coplanar structure is made by connecting eleven identical
spheres each of mass m using ten identical light rods as
shown in the figure. The cenFe of gravity of the structure
is most likely to be at the point,

(r) o
(2\ A
(3) B

(4) C
(s) D

16. A block of mass 2 kg is pushed along a horizontal surface.
The variation of the displacement.t, of the block with
time t, is shown in the figure. The values of the resultant
force .' acting on the block along the direction of motion
during each of the time intervals 0<r<2,2<t<4 and
4<r<5 do not change. Which of the following conectly
represents rhe magnitude of F in each of the time intervals?

r(N)
(O<t<2)

f'(N)

Q<1<4)
r(N)

(4<t<5)
0 0 0

0 15 0

0 2 0

0 0

2 l5

17. Figure shows a displacement (r) - time (r) curye for
an object executing simple harmonic motion. For this
motion, magnirudes of the period t, the frequency /,
the angulaa speed o), the maximum sf,eed o-_ and
the rnaximum accelemtion add are given by,

-r(m)

(l)
Q)
(3)

(4)

(s)

r(1r:,m)

2

(t)
(2'
(3)

(4)

(5)

7G) | (Hz) o (sr) u.*x 10'z(n sr)

0.5 2 kr l6
1 I 8l
i 2T, 2 4n 8

I 2tl 8r[ 16re

I I 8 l6
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lE. An elephatt at rest is observed by a person lkm away from his location. The sound intensity of
trump€t of the elephant heard by the pe.son is 10 lowm 2. Assume that the sound comes f.om
a point source. If the threshold of hearing of the pemon is 10-12 Wm-2, what is the maximum
distance from which he can hear this trumpet?
(1) 1 krn (2\ 2 kn (3) 4.5 km (4) l0 km (5) 20 km

19. Two mercury-in-glass thermometeE P and Q arc to be constructed with P having a larger bulb
of mercury than that of O, and both calibraled in the range 0"C - 100"C. Assume that walls of
both bulbs have the same thickness. Consider the following statements.
Using capillary tubes with appropria0e uniform bore iadii, the two thermometeF can be constructed
to have

(A) the same capillary length between 0'C and 100'C markings.
(B) drc same response time for rapid changes in the measuring tempemture.
(C) a higher sensitivity in thermometer P than the sensitivity of q thermometer.

Of the above statements,
(l) only A is true.
(3) only B and C are true.
(5) all A, B and C are true.

Water at 0'C is continuously fed into a fully insulated boiler fixed with an immeFion heater at a constant
rate of I x l0-2 kg sl . The specifc heat capacity and the specific latent heat of vaporiztion of water are
4.2x ldJkg r '(:t and 2.25x 106Jkg-r respectively. If the steam at 100 "C is to be produced

at the same mte as that of supply of \4ater, the power of the immersion heater should be

(2)
(4)

only B is true.
only A and C are true.

(r) 4.2 kw (2\ 225 kW (3) i kW (4',) 42.0 kW (5) 267.0 kW

2t. In the circuit shown, value of each capacitor is lFF.
When the capacitors are fully charged, the total charge R

stored in capacito6 is
(t) 2rc
(4) 8pC

(2) 4pc

(5) 10 rr,C

(3) spc R

rR

Figures show five clusters of soap bubbles in air, as dmwn by a student. If centres of the bubbles
in each cluster are coplanar, which of the following shows the cluster with physically possible

correct shape?

23. A Gaussian surface S is dmwn enclosing a charge distibution of net
positive charge as shown in the fgure. If the elecfiic flux through the
portion of the surface marked as A is -V (V, > 0), which of the following
is true regarding the electric flux lrp through the rest of the Gaussian
surface?

(2)
(5)

(3) VR< rl'

(2)(l)

(l)
(4)

ISee paee jve
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(B)

(2) 11 > 12> t3
(s, \> 12> I,l

25. In the figure shown, L4 represents a network consisting of resistors
of unknown values. If the intemal resistance of the voltage source is
negligible, the power dissipated by the network is

(l) 60 mW
(4) l50rnw

(2) 90mW
(5) l80mW

(3) 120mW

24. The three identical voltage sources in the circuits (A), (B) and (C), have a negligible intemal

resistrance. In circuit (B), @ represents a voltmeter having intemal resistance r. tf 4= 
"Rr'which of the following is true regarding I I 12 and 11 shown in the circuifs? ' \ + |

(c)

44

(l) It = 12= 11

(4) I"= Ir> I,

20 mA

z

(3\ tt>12=t3

15v

(rz

10v

26. tn the figure shown 1,2,3,4,5 and 6 reFesent six identical
electric bulbs. Consider ihe opemtion of the circuit under
conditions (A), (B) and (C) given below.

(A) When bulb 2 is bumt.
(B) When bulbs 2 and 5 are bumt.
(C) When none of the bulbs are bumt.

Unbumt bulbs in the circuit can be seen glowing at the
same bightness in,
(l) B only.
(3) A and C only.
(5) all A, B and C.

27. In the given circuit, the three 741 operational amplifiers
O, @ and @ are operated by power supplies of rl5v,
+10V, and tEV, respectively. The approximate values
of the output voltages yt, V2 and V3 arc respectively
given by,

(1) +2V, -4V, 4v
(2) + 15V, -10V, -8V
(3) +2V, +4Y, 4\1
(4) l5V, + 10V, +8v
(5) + 15V, +10V, +8V

2E. A uniform straight heavy plank of Iength 5l
and mass 5r, is kept horizontal on two supports
separated by a disfince 2l as shown in the ngure.
A painter of mass m needs to walk along the
entire length of the plank carrying his bucket of
Daint- What is the maximum mass of the bucket of paint that can be carried by the painter w

5n (4) n

(2) C only.
(4) B and C only.

8V

vl

u1

toppling the plank?

ttt+ at3{ {l)

74t 2
l;4
) 15v

+ l0v
\'t41 )t4

') 
10V

(

]R
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29 Tbree tanks ,4, 8, and C opcn at the 1op are initially lilled with a
watcr lo lcvels as shown in figure They provide water at vcry
slow speed to an outlet wherc static conditions could be applied.
Thc two valves yl and y2 allow water to flow only downwards
when the pressure abovc thc valve is greater than the pressure

bclow Lhe valve When Lhe system is put into opemtion with thc

(l) Only C will contributc to the llow at the oudet
(2) Initially, C slarts to contribute to the flow at the outlet followcd by B and then A in succession
(3) Initially, 

^ 
starts to contribute to the llow a1 the outlet followed by I and then C in succcssion

(4) The three tanks will never contribute to thlr flow at the outlet srmullaneouslr.
(5) Initially, all thrcc tanks conlnbute to the flow at the outlet with maior contribution from C.

30. In an cxpcriment to find Young's modulus, three different wircs r
Wt, W2 and IV3 of the same material havc been used and obtained
threc curves Gt,Gz and G3 r€spectively for the graph of applicd
tensile force t' with extension Al, as shown in the ngure Which of
thc followrng staLements, made for the reason of obtaining different
graphs, is true?
(l) The wire IV, may have a larger length and a smaller arca of

cross section than w2'
(2) Ihe lvire Wl may have the same length as l4/2 but a smaller area

of cross section than W2.

(3) The wire W3 may have the same area of cross section as Wl but a lcngth larger than Wt-
(4) The wire lf2 may have a smallcr arca of cross-section, but a larger length than W3

(5) The wire lV. may have a larger value for thc mtio, 4Iti_*-#]ry Lhan rhat of lt|

A thin flat plate Z is placed midway betwccn two larBc
horizoDtal platcs X and I and thc space rs filled wrth
a viscous oil as shown in the figure Now, consider
a situation that thc plate Z is p[lled horizontally to
the right with constant speed u and plate y is pullcd

horizontally 1() the left wrlh constant speed ; while

keeping x stationary The velocity vcctors of thin oil
layers bctwecn platcs X and I arc bcst represented in,

JI
X

::r: -:oil --- - -z

2

XX

z

X

x
-_

(4)

G)

(5)

32 Radioactive element ;'X transforms to stabte ?!tPb after emitting eight d particles and six p particles
in successive decays. Thc numbcrs of protons i-nd neutrons In the element X respectively are

(l) 92, r30 (2) 92, 146 (3) 92, 238 (4) r04, 148 (5) 146,92
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33. Consider a non-viscous and incompressible fluid moving
with steady streamline flow through a tube of non-uniform
cross-sectional a.rea in a vertical plane. Hgure shows the
verrical cross section of the tube. x, y and z rewsent
three positions of a streamline. Area of cross section of
the tube at X is same as that at Z. Consider the followins

(l) oniy A is true.
(3) only A and B are true.
(5) all A, B and C are true.

34. A drsc freely rotates without friction at a certain angular speed, about a
fixed vertical a,{is normal to the plane of the disc and passing through
its centre. At time I = 0, a spider vertically lowers itself with negligible
speed onto the rim of the rotating disc as shown in figure, and becomes
rest. Variation of the magnitudes of the angular momentum (a) and the
angular speed (@) of rhe disc only with time (r) is best represented by,

@,L ., I

inequalities for the relative matnitudes of the kinetic energies per unit volume (KEx, KEp KE),
potential energies per unil volume (PEx, PEp pEz) and the ffuid pressures (px, pp pz) at the positio;s
X, f and Z respectively.

--(A) KEz< KEx < KEy (B' pEx< pE7 < pEy (c) py<pz<px
Of the above ineoualities-

(2) only B is true.
(4) only B and C are true,

A,L

(4)

(1)

35. Figure shows vertical cross-sections of three
uniform h)dies A, B and C of identical masses. A
is a solid sphere of mdius r. C is a hollow sphere
of radius r and having thin walls. The spheres
can be rotated about vertical axes passing through
respective centres. B is a disc of radius / which
can be rotated about an axis normal to the plane
of the disc passing through its centre. All figures

is truc?
(l) KEA < KEB < KEc
(4t KE^ < KEc < KEB

\t \,

are dfawn to same scale.lf KE^, KEB and KEc respectively are the rotational kinetic energies to be
prcvided for the bodies A, B and C to attain equal angular speeds, which of the following expressions

(z) KEc < KEA < KEs
/<\ KI: - VE

(3) KEc < KEB < KEA

lsee page eighl
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43. In the circuit shown, X and ts rePresent the terminals

of a variable voltage source situated in the box with
broken lines. P is a vadable resistor. D is an ideal

diode. As the value of the voltage Vx at point X is
gradually incr@sed from 0 to 15V, which of the

followin8 graphs correctly reptesenLs the vaiation of
the ovemll resistance R of the section of the circuit
to the rieht of Xl?

v,(v)

rg. When a long capillary tube of uniform bore

radius is dipped vertically in a beaker of
water of densily Zw, the water column in the

capillary tube dses to a height lro as shorir'n

in figure (a). Now, ar oil of density d0 (< d,)
is poured onto the surfac€ of the water in the

beaker slowly without disturbing the water as

shown in figure (b). Assume that the oil and

water are immiscible liquids. The variation
of height Il of the water column inside the

capillary rube, measured from the water
surface, with the height h of the oil layer is

best represented in

l5v

510 15

(3)

u510 15

(2)
nfta)

510 15

(s)

t0 15

(4)

45. Charges in an isolated distribution of thre€ +4 point charges are located at distances 2cm,3cm and

6cm from a point O. Another charge can be brought from infinity to the Point O without doing

any work once a point charge of -4 is Plac€d at a distance r from the point O. The value of r is

(l) lcm (2) 2cm (3) 3cm (4) 4cm (5) 5cm

Figure (a) Fgure (b)
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Two teams start to play tug of war using a rop€ of uniform strength on a hard flat horizontal
surtace as shown in the figure- Both teams apply equal forces and as a result, the point O on
the rope does not move. Consider the following statements made about this situaxon.

(A) If each of the memb€rs of the two groups applies the same force on thc ropc, rne
magnitude of the tension throughout the rope is the same.

(B) If the magnitude of tension on the rope exceeds its breaking tension, the rope will break
only at a point between P and O.

(C) The magnitude of the maximum force that can be applied by an individual ox Lnc rope
depends on the coefficient of static fnction between feet of the individual and the surface.

Of the above statements,
(l) only A is true.
(3) only A and B are true.
(5) all A, B and C are true-

(c)

The three objects (A), (B) and (C) are now slowly lowered without changing their orientation and
made to lloat vertically in a pool of water. If the depths to which the \rooden cubes are immerscd
in water are HA, Hs and Hc respectively, which of the following relationships is true?
(lt Ha>HB>Hc
(3) H^= HB= Hc
(5) H^> Hc> HD

48 An infinitely long thin straight wire held perpendicular to the plane of the paper at point O caffics
a current 1 into the paper as shown In the figure. Nine other similar infinitely long wires, par.allel
to the above wire, and held on the circumference of a circle of radius r with centre at Doint O_
each caries a cuffeDt 1 into the paper Except for wrres A and B, the angular separation between
any two consecutive wires is 30" as shown. The magnitude and the direction of thc magnetic force

per unit length on thc wlre held at the centre O due to other wires are, Cfake cos :0" = * )
u,,1t,(l) ';, {l{ islin the dirccrion ot yO

4.

47. Figure shows thre€ objecrs (A), (B) and (C) which are
made using three uniform wooden cubes of identical
dimensions made out of the same material, and three
identical uniform meral cubes. In (A) and (B) the metal
cubes are glued onto the top and the bottom of the
wooden cubes respectively In (C), the metal cube is
embedded in the wooden cube, as shown In the figure.

(2) only B is true.
(4) only B and C are true

(2) H^= Hs> Hc
(4) Hc>HR>Ha

n Wood

Metal

Q) *(t+Ja)in rhe direcrion of or.

O +(t - Ji)i, rhe direcrion of ov

(r+J:);n the direcrion of Ox.

3$;n ,n direction of yo.

t1)

(s)
BA
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A toy car shown in fi8ure (a) having
an isolated metal axle PC, travels with
a constant speed u along a sinusoidal
path whose vertical cross-section is in

zr plane as shown in fi8ure (b) At timc
l = 0, the axle Pq coincidcs with the ) axis.
If a uniform magnetic field of flux
density B exists throughout the region in
the +zdirection and normal to the;) plane,

the variation of the induced e.m.f.(e) at

end P of the axle with respect to end 2,
with time (r) is b€st represented by, (Neglect

the effect of the Earth magnetic neld.)

A, B, C 
^nd 

D represent vertical cross sections of four identical pamllel rectangular metal plates

placed normal to the plane of the paper Each of the plates B, C, and D has a small hole at

its centre The three plates are arranged so that their holes are coaxially placed as shown in
figure (a) Plate A is grounded and the entlrc system is in a vacuum A stationary electron is

created at lime t = 0, at the position O on the iL\is through the holes as shown. Which of the

voltaBcs ys, yc and yD should be applied to the plates to obtain the velocity (u) time (r) curve

shown in 6gure (b) for the electron? (Assume that the given voltages are suitable for pmctical

use and that the edge effects and gEvitational effects can be neglected.)

Figure (b)

if .

Figure (a)

V. vc vD

(l) 3kv +26kV OV

\2) +25kV -26kV +3kv
(3) +25tV +24kV +200v
(4) +3kv +26kV 2.8 kV

(5) +3kv + 3.2 kV -22kV
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PART A - Structured Ess€y
Ansu/er all lour questions on this ptw. ilsev.

lAcceledlion due lo gmvhy, S = ION k8-r)

l. An experimental setup of Hare's apparatus used in a school labo.atory is shown in
figure (l). As shown, .r. and r, represefit the heights to the mark M of the relevant
indicator from the water and liouid surfaces in the b€akers rcsDectivelv.

(a) (i) W]rat is the purpose of using a clip in Hare's appamtus?

(ii) The densities of water and the liquid are d, and 4 respectively. If h. and hl
reprcsenl the heights of the water column and lhe liquid colurno in glass tubes as

measured from the mark M of the respective indicators, derive an expresslon for
ft/ in terms of h*, d.*, t., dt, 

^nd 
xl

(iii) If the expected heights of the Iiquid colunn and the water column are significanrly
different to each other, more aftention has to be paid on one height thar the other
when planning out the experiment to take a set of readings and plot a graph What
is the height you pay more attention (one with a smaller height or larger height)?
Explain your answer grvlng reasons

(iv) Every time after changing the heights of liquid and water columns in tubes and

closing the clip you need to make another adjustment before taking the measurements
with regard to new heights. Write down the experimental procedure which you
should follow to make this adjustment.

Figurc (l)
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(b) The apparatus shown in figure (2) car be used to vary
the air pressure inside the tubes of the Hare's appamtus.
This system works on Bemoulli's principle The air
pressurc inside the tube 7 can be changed by adjusting
the sp€ed of the narrow water jet passing through the
section X of the apparatus with the help of the tap. The
position A of the apparatus shown in 6gure (2) can be
connected to the position A of the rubber tub€ shown
in figure (l), to make an improved version of Hare's
aDDaratus.

(i) Write down the procedures used in Hare's appaiatus
available in the school laboiatory, and improved
version of Hare's apparatus mentioned in (r), when
establishing the liquid columns in the tubes.

Hare's aDDaratus available in the school :

Figure (2)

Improved version of the Hare's appamtus I

(ii) Give one main advantage of using the improved setup mentioned in (r) over
apparatus generally available in the school laboratory.

(c) A graph plotted using a set of readings obtained from the improved appamtus, mentioned
in (r) above, is shown below. The g|aph shows the variation of the heights r_ and /l

n" (x l0r m)

(i) In this exF,erimenr you are provid€d with a scale which can measure the
with an accuracy of I mm. What is the maximum fmctiona! enor associated w-
ft_ measurements taken in this experiment?

(ii) Using the two points P and C on the graph, calculate the relative density of sulphuric acld

iil

of the liquid columns for water and sulphuric acid respectively.

4 (x l0' m)

90 140 190 2An 290 3q 390 440 4q)
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2 Figure (1) shows an incomplete diagrarn of an experimental setup
that can be used to verify Charles's law.

(a) Upto what le\el A, B, C or , should water be filled in the
cylinder in order to perform the experiment accurately?

\o) Dmw in figure (1), the important missing item, in the lncomplete
diagram (with appropriate size) other than water that you would
require in this experiment.

Give two advantages of using a mercury thread over a water
thread in this experiment.

(c)

(i)

('i) .......
(4 As the temperature is increased, mercury lhread will also expand-

Explain why this expansion do€s not affect the pressure of the
trapped air column. Figure (1)

(€) In this experiment, you are asked to measure the Iength (/,) of the trapped air col
and its temperature (d "C) Wnte down the marn steps In thc experimental proced
which you should follow to ensure that (i) the thermometer reading itself provi
the temp€mture of the trapped arr column, and (ii) length ld rtself rs the exact
corresponding to I "C.

(i) Experimental procedure:

(ri) Experimental procedure:

a lf the lengths of the
diameter at 0"C and
terms of yp, lo and d,

dry air column trapped inside the capillary tube of uniform
d"C are lo and /0 respectively, write down an expression for l0 i

where yr is the volume expansivity at constant pressure for dry arr

(g) Draw a rough sketch of the exp€cted graph with l, on the ) axis and d in "C on the -I-axis

9fc)
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(r) A student decided ro use the c
(2)(a) instead of the tube shown in
When taking a set of readings, is
disadvantageous? Explain your an

'' Figure 2(a) Figure 2(b

(,) Can you perform this experiment properly using an electric hot plate instead of a B
bumer? ExDlain vour answer

3. You are asked to find the
refmctive index of glass using
a rectangular block of glass and
a tmvelling microscope A small
amount of lycopodium powder
and a ptece of white paper cut
to the size of the glass block
are also provided A letter 'X'
is marked in the middle of
the white paper. Diagmm of a
travelling mrcroscope that can
be used in this experiment is
sholvn in figure ( l).

Identify the parts marked with

Part ldentification

A, B, C ard D, and briefly state their funclions.

Function

B

C

D

Figure (1)

Isee pase sir
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(6) Before starting the experiment, while familiarizing with a travelling microscope a

observed that when the fine adjustment knob relevant to the rorizontal movement wasl

tumed, the corresponding vemier scale did not move. Give the reason for this.

(c) An enlarged figure of the main scale and the vemier scale

of a travelling microscope are shown. Calculate the least

count of this travelling microscope in centimetres.

(d) What is the adjustment that you perform on the eyepiece before starting the experiment?

(e) Now you are asked to place the given piece of paper on strage G of the travelling microscope
and obtain the nrst measurement with the microscope using the mark'X'before placing the
glass block. write down the main steps in the experimental procedure you would follow
to achieve this.

(, Relevant positions of the main scale and vemier scale corresponding to the

mentioned in (e) above are shown below Write down the reading corresponding to
measurement in centimetr€s,

G) After taking the first measurement mentioned ln (e) above, write down the i
steps in the experimental procedures pertaining to the other two measurements that you

need to p€rform,

(i) ............
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(, The output of the photodiode circuit in figure (D) is now connected to the input
the circuit shown below. Number of tums in the primary and the secondary coils in
the transformer are 25 and 750 respectively. Assume that the value of capacitance C is
very large. Take ZeDer voltage, V,= 1S V.

(i) What rype of transformer is

(iD What is the value of the voltage that can be expected across the Zener diode?

(iii) Draw a rough sketch to show how the output voltage % varies with time /. Indicate
the magnitude of the output voltage on the yn axis.

vo

(8) A student argues that the experiment described above has pmvided a method to construct
a dc to dc voltage converter. Would you agree rvith this argument? Explain your answer.

used in the above circuit?
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5. (a) Bemoulli's equation for a fluid flow c€n be written as p++du2 +hdg= constant, where all symbols

have fherr usual meaning. Show that the term jau2 tt6$ tne unit of energy per unit volume.
(b) sri tnnka has one of the most advanced ancie;t irrigation sysrems in the world. such an irrigation

system which supplies water for farmers and villagers consists of three major features as shown rn

A$@AedaM een Dr'tuttt1a\aar !6t A Rkht: R.:rtvrdl
€ €@ odb dc6)0@6dqo
19Ndr66! UL6r5 l;dM
DrpanmcDr of l\anid ons. s

otogE?s) SQrio
Clu5fldt6otlur6i)

II PART B - Essay

Answer fou. questio8 only
(Acceleration due to gravily g = 10N ks-r)

figure ( 1).

Featurc I I The tank or reservoir and me
dam.

Featurc 2 : The outgoing water canal from
the tank which is exposed to
atmospher€,

Featur€ 3 : The Bisokotuwa (also known as
cistem sluice) is a rectangular shaped vertical
tower chamber with walls made of stones or Fisure (1)

bricks (see figure (l)). Wlen tt is required to release water from the tank, the waler is first allowed to
enter the Bisokotuwa in which the speed of the water flow is drastically reduced. one reason for this
reductron is the sudden inffease in the cross-sectional area of the water flow within lhe Bisokotuwa. In
addition, a substantial amount of energy of the water flow is also lost, within the Bisokotuwa. due to the
collision of water with the stone walls of the Bisokotuwa.
For your calculations, assume that the steady and strcamline flow conditions can be applied along the
dotted line paths shown in figur€s and the height of the watea level in the tank remains unchanged.
Consider an irrigation system which consists of only the features
1 and 2 as shown in ngure (2).
(i) If the heighr of the water level in rhe tank is i, derive

an expression for the speed ,r of the outgoing water at
point C in terms of l? and g.

(n) If l' = l2.Em, calculate the value f ?rr.
(iii) Calculate the kinetic energy per u I volume carried by

the water at point 0. The density of water is 1000kgm 3.

(c) To control the destructive power of the outgoing water, ancient engineeE incorporated the feature 3, the
Bisokotuwa to the tank as shown in figure (l).
(i) The water enters from the tank to the Bisokotuwa through a tunnel as shown in figure (l). Assume

that the tunnel is tapered, and areas of cross-sections of the tunnel at the inlet and outlet are
A and 0.6A respectively. Ca.lculate the speed 1,, of the water now at the point B in the tunnel.
Take lhe speed of the water flow at the inler F of the tunnel as l2ms-1.

(ii) Calculate the pressure Ps of the water flow at the point B in the tunnel The atmospheric pressure
lslxl05Nm-2

(iii) Consider a point C in the outgoing warer canal where the pressure and the speed of the water
flow are at the values of'75q" of Psand 65Vo of us respectively.
(l) Write down the value of the pressure o water flow p-at the point C.
(2) Write down the value of the speed of warer flow u. ai the point C.

(iv) Calculate the speed u2 of the ourgoing warer ar point Dlhown in figure (1)
(v) Calculate the percentage loss, in kinetic energy per unit volume canied by the water at point,

shown in figure (l) wirh respect to rhe value calculated in (r)(iii) above.
(vi) Explain briefly, how ancient engtneers managed to control the destructive power of the outgoing

water flow by adding the Bisokotuwa to the iniqation system.

Ou(goin

Outgoing

cn

T

I

-'--1'
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6. Read the following passage and answer the questions.
Ocean waves are genemlly caused by wlnd and gravlty. wind-dnven waves in the ocean as well as tsunaml
waves and tidal waves are some examples of gravity waves When wind blows across the surface of the
ocean, water surface of the ocean is continuously disturbed by the wind. Under this situation the force of
gravity tries to restore the equilibrium at the iDterface between water and air As a result, oc€an waves are
created. Ocean waves can be categorized into two main types, namely deep-water waves and shallow-water
waves. The terms, shallow-water waves and deep-water waves have nothing to do with the true depth of the
ocean. The waves preseni in the ocean where the depth (r) of the ocean is greater than half the wavelength
(,1), of the wave are called deep-water waves. Wlen the depth (,i,) in the ocear is lcss than half the wavelength
(,1), of the wave they are called shallow water waves. The wavelengths of deep water waves are in the r:rnge
of lm-lkm whereas the wavelengths of shallow-water waves are In the range of 10 km-500 km rn the

@ean. The value of the speed of propagation z' of shallow water waves in the ocean of depth 11 is given by

u = JBh The average depth of the ocean is about 4km

Major tsunamis are caused by large-scale disturbances in the ocean,
such as underwater earthquakes, volcanic eruptions occuring on or
below the ocean floor, and lmpact of a large meteorite with ocean.
A tsunami is a series of ocean waves with very long wavelengths,
ranging from l0 km-500 km in the deep ocean. Even though the
shape of a tsunami wave c:m be approximated to a sinusoidal wave
in the deep ocean far away from the shore, it gmdually takes a

complex form as it reaches the shallow water near the coast as

shown in figure 1(a). Depending on whether the first part of the
tsunami wave which reaches the shore is a crest or a trough, it may
appear as a rapidly rising or falling tide. In some situations, the front
of the waveform can take a very complex shape near the shoreline
as shown in figure 1(b), and it may appear as a rapidly re.eding
of the shoreline followed by an Incorxng huge wave helght grown
up to seveml metres The |ate of transfer of tJunami wave energy
through the ocean surface, which depends on both its wave speed
and wave height, remains nearly constant. ln general, the value of the
hei8ht 4 of the tsunami wave as it enters shallow water is given by

I

H. = H.,l ;d | . wherc H, 
's 

wave heighl in deep *a!er, and l?, and, "\n l

,, are depths of the shallow and deep water respectlvely.

Wlen tsunami waves propagate across the ocean the wave crests can undergo
refraction. It is caused by segments of tle wave moving al different speeds as the
water depth along the wave crest varies In addition, due to uneven variation of the
ocean floor neai the coast and obstacl€s such as small islards. reefs. etc,. on the
tsunami path, these waves undergo interference and dlffraction. The distribution of
tsunami wave heights was estimated by a group of scientists along the coastline of
Sri t-anka after the devastating tsunami that had occurred in December 26,20M.
The length of the lines in figure (2) shows the heights of the tsunami wave crests
along the coastline. Superposition of waves from the primary source and reflected
and diffracted waves from obstacles rvas responsible for the erratic pattem of the
wave herghts and the varying damage along the coastline.

(a) Explain briefly how the mean waves are created by wind and gravity.

(b) What is the difference berween deep water waves and shallow-water waves exlst in the ocean?

(c) What are the thrce causes of tsunami wave formation mentioned in the passage?

(4 ldcntify the type of the tsunami waves possible in ocean (deep water waves or shallow-water waves), and

estimate the speed of tsunami waves in ms-' in the ocean having an average depth of 4 km

(e) The height of tsuoami wave rapidly increases as it approaches shallow water near the coast. Explain
qualitatively why this happens.

(, Calculate the height of the tsunami wave in the ocean at a place where the water depth is 6250 m.
Tale the height of the wave at a water depth of 10 m as 5 m. Considering the wavelength of tsunamr,

explain \.r hy it is difficult to delecl lsunami *aves in lhe deep ocean.

Shorelrne-;rnnd

Occan fl(x)r

F sure (2)
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(g) Assuming that a tsrmamr wave takes the shape shown in figure (1)(r) at the shoreline, explain briefly
why the shoreline recedes from the land just before tle arival of the huge mass of water

(r) If the tsunami waveform mentioned in question (g) above can be
approximated to part of a sinusoidal wave as shown in figure (3), calculate
the time duration in minutes between the instant that the shoreline
stMs receding into the ocean and the arrival of the water mass at the
fomer shoreline For the part of sinusoidal wave, take o = l0 m s I

and ,l = 18 km.

(t) Figure (2) shows some Iocations where the wave height is very high
compared to their adjoining reglons havrng very low wave heights
What phenomenon could be responsible for this? Explain your answer

0) Bnefly explain the reason why the tsunami waves in 2004 reached
even the west coast of the island as shown in ngure (2)

Fi8ure 2(a)

Using the ligures 2(a) and 2(b),

(i) calculate Young's modulus of mild steel ts.
(ii) calculate Young's modulus of concrete tc.

figure 2(a). Even though concrete is a briftle ma

of the concrete (q under tensile force can also be modelled as shown in figure 2(b). [n reinforced
concrete, steel bars are well bonded to concrete, thus they can jointly resrst extemal loads together until
concrerc cracKs.

When the curve reaches the point P shown in figure 2(b), the concrete will cmck.

I-and

Shoreline

7. (d) Concrete is a hardened mixture of cement, sand, gravel and water Reinforced concrete sfuctures are
structures composed of concrete and steel bars All rigid bodies, such as steel and concrete are elastic
to some extent, Concrcte is slrong under compression but weak under extension while steel is strong
under both situations. As a combination, concrete mainly resists compression, and steel bars mainly
sustzin the tension,

Consider a plain concrete bean having rectangular cross section, and
without steel bars, kept on two supports, and subjected to a load W
as shown in fiBure l(a). Under this situation the bottom pan of the
b€am wiil experience an extension while the top part will experience
a compression as shown with dotted lines.

(i) Which side of the plain concrete beam (top or bottom) is most
vulnerable to ciack under the load w?

(ii) To improve the situation shown in figure 1(a), steel bars are inserted
closer to the bottom of the concrete b€am at the production stage
as shown in figure l(b). Based on the information given at the
beginning of the question, explain, how this improves the load
beanng capacity and prevents cmcking of the concrete beam.

rso l{)"t0,
)Figu.e 2(b

Egure (3)
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(c) Figure (3) shows a reinforc€d uniform concrete beam of Iength
I kept on a rigid horizontal surface. The beam is reinforced
with concrete and rdentical four uniform cylindrical mild steel
bars each of length l. The tensile stress stmin relationships
corresponding lo the concrete and lhe sleel used are giten F
in figures 2(a) and 2(b) respectively. Assume rha! rhe beam

is subjected to total tensile force of 4 applied unifonnly
throughout the aJea of cross section of the beam, and mild
steel bars and concrete produce same extension Al rmder
the tensile force

(i) Write down an expression for rhe lenslle force (F.) on concrete in terms of E-, area of cross-section
of the concrete Ac, / and Al.

(ii) Write down an expression for the tensile force (FJ) on the four mild steel bars in terms of Es, total
area of cross-section of the four mild steel bars As, I and Al.

(iii) Prior to concrete cracking, if the total tensile force (4) is caried by both concrere and rhe steel, obtain
an expression for lhe total lensile force 4 on the reinforced concrele beam.

(iv) The area of cross-section A of the reinforced concrete beam is d, See ngure (3). For the beam, tate
1 = 2000 mm, radius of a cylindrica.l mild steel bar /= 6 mm, Al= 0. I mm,l= 150 mm and l, = 250 mm
(l) Physically under what condition the expression obtained in (cxiii) above is vald? Use the

data provided above for the reinforced concrete beam and show that the expression obtained
rn c(iii) is physically valrd for the beam

(2) Calculate the value of 4. (For your calculation, if + < 3E" rhen rake Ac = /i, otherwise take
Ac=dh I, Take z as J.t

(v) Calculate the minimum tensile force which cracks the reinforced concrete bearn.

F sure (3)

A copper stnp of width d and thickness r carries a current l from top to
bottom as shown in figure l(a) The strip is kept in a uniform magnetic
neld of flux density B directed perpendrcular and into the plane of the
strip, Cross sectional vrew of the same arrangement ls also shown in figure
l(b). The charge carrie$ are electrons and they drifr with drift speed r.,.

(a) (i) What is the direction of the magnetic iorce actlng on the electron

@ shown in figure l(b)? Copy the figure l(b) to your answer
script and clearly draw an anow on the electron to indicate the
direction of this force.

I vrew

Figurc I (a)

(ii) Now if you replace the copper strip shown iD ngure l(b) with another strip having positively charged
carriers, what is the direction of the magnetic force acting on a positively charged carrier?

(b) (i) As time goes on, in the coper strip described in (d)(i) above, rhere would be a
new equilibrium situalion with regard to the charges r€siding. Copy figure (2)
to you answer script and illustrate this new equilibrium situation using '+' to '
represent positive charges and ' ' to represent negalive charges

(ii) Explain the reason to have the equilibrium condition as mentioned in (b)(i)

(iii) Brieny describe how you would use this effect to verify thar holes in a p{ype
semiconductor are positively charged carriers.

(c) (i) Derive an expressron for the Hall voltage ys ln terms of u,r, B and .1.

(ii) The current l flowing through a conductor, such as copper, can be written as F su.e (2)
I= neAL,d, where all symbols have their usual meanlng
(1) Derive the equ.ation I= neAud.

(2) Obtain an expression for yr' for the copper strip in terms of n, e, t, I and B.

(3) Consider a copper strip of thickness I x 10-'m in a unifom magnetic field of 0.5T lf /= 48A

Figure l(b)
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(d) cardiologists monitor the flow speed of blood through an artery using an electromagnetic flow metersA schematic diagiam of the relevant pans of such a flow meter is shown in figure (3).

Electrode

Figure (3)

Blood plasma has a high concentmtion of Na+ aDd Cl ions moving through the artery with the blood
at the srune speed o and same direcron as the blood flow. Assume that the ions in the blood behave
as charge carriers

(i) When the blood flows rhrough rhe artery shown in figure (3), what is rhe polarity of the electrode p?
Give the reason for your answer,

(ii) If the flux density of rhe uniform magnetic f,etd applied ro the sysrem is B and the diameter of
the artery is D, write down zur exprcssion for the magnitude of the voltage ypc across the two
electrodes P and I in terms of u, B and D.

(ir) lf Vpa = 160 pV, D = 5 mm and B=2xld gauss (l gauss= 1Or T), catculate the value of
speed o of the blood through the artery.

Cross-sectional view

,4s

{;-

D. lOms 
_,4

Fisure (2)

9. Answer either part (A) or part (B) only.
(A) In the ctrcuit shown in figure (l), 5 V ce has a negligible intemal resistance. Z is a resislor.

(a) Once the switch,S is closed calculate the power dissipation in the resistor Z when its
value is lkQ

(r) The switch ts now closed and opeDed once to produce lhe rectangular vohage purse
,4BCD shown in figure (2).

Amplitude and the width of the voltage pulse are 5V and loms
respectively. Once the pulse is produced it tmvels through the circuit
with a speed of 2x106 msr. Assume that the rectangular shape of
the pulse remains unchanged when it passes through the circuit.
(i) How long does rhe edge ,4J of the voltage pulse take ro travel

across the length of the resistor Z of 2cm lons?
(ii ) Approximately how long does the full vortage of 5v appear across the entire length of the resistor z?
(iii) Assuming that the resistor has a varue of l kc), calcurate the energy dissipated in the resistor z

by the voltage pulse

(c) The switch 't is now crosed and opened regurarry to produce the rectangular voltage waveform shown
In figure (3).

5msl,m
lms Frgure (3)

As shown in figure (3), width of a pulse is lms and thc period of the voltage waveform is 5ms.
Under this situation, calculate the power dissipated in the resistor Z when its value is lke2.

Fisure (1)
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(4 A rectangular cunent pulse of amplitude 10 and width ?0 genemted

by a pulsating cu[ent source f enters two resistive wires of lengths
ll and 12 as shown in 6gure (4)

Assume that all the other connecting wires in the circuit have
negligible resistance The two resistive wires of lengths /r and 12,

each havin8 area of cross section A, aJe made of a material of
reslsttutv o. Figure (4)

/2, respectively, write down
expressions for Rr and Rr.

(ii) Derive expressions for the amplitudes It and Iz of cunent pulses through the wires of length 1l

and 12 respectvely in terms of Io, lt and 12

(e) A gaseous X my detector consists of a resistive anode wire
PQ of len9th a surrounded by a suitable gas as shown in
figure (5). Suppose an X ray photon is absorbed by the
gas producing a nairow electron pulse in the gas close to
the point S of the anode wire as shown in figure (5). The
anode wire has the capability of extracting this electron pulse

from the gas and forming an electron current pulse at the
pornt S of the anode wire P0. Subsequently, the electron
current pulse gets divided into two and move through the
wire in either direction with speed u.

X ray photon

Figure (5)

If Ar is the difference in the arrival times of the two electron curent pulses to reach the ends P and
q of the anode wire, derive an expression for the distance i from the pornt P to the point,t where the

X my photon is absorbed, in terms of Lt, u a'Jd L.

tl

t,

(i) If Rt and R2 are the resistances of the wires of lengths ll and

)(d) The circuit shown in figure (l) is constructed usinS a silicon transistor
of cunent gain 100. Assume that 0J v is needed to forward bias the
base-emifter junction of the transistor

(i) Calculate the rnaximum cu[ent possible through the collector resistor ]
(ii) Calculate the maximum value for Rs which ensures the condition

srated in (i) atx)ve, for ys = 5 v
(iii) If the transistor in the above circuit has been replaced later by a

similar transistor but having a current gain of 50, keeping Rs at
the value calculated in (ii) above.

(l) Calculate the voltage at the output F for ys = 5 V
(2) What is the new mode of opemtion of the transistor?

(b) The digital circuit whose block diagram is shown in figure (2) opemtes as

follows.

Each of the inputs -A and I accepts binary I or 0. F| F2 and Fj are outputs,

Fr = 1 only when ,4 < B, otherwise Fl = 0
Fz = I only when A = B, otherwise F2 = 0
F3 = 1 only when ,4 > B, otherwise F3 = 0

(i) Prepare a truth table with A and B as inputs and F| F2 and F3 as outputs.

(ii) Write down Boolean expressions for Fr, F, and F3.

(iii) Draw a logic circuit which operates according to the conditions given above, using logic gates.

s i u+

Figure (2)
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. Answer either part (A) or part (B) only.
(A) FryinB is a food processing technique which involves the use of hot oil as heating medtum to prepare food

If the frying is done using a large quantity of oil with respect to the quantity of food material to be fried,
then it is called deep frying If it is done with a relarively smatler quartity of oil rt rs called stir fryrng.
Generally deep frying takes place in the lempemture range of 190.C-140"C and the stir frying in the
temperature range of 115"C 100'C. Deep frying is expensive, as a large quantity of oil has to be replaced
regularly, however, in most of the cases deep frying yields tastter food
Results of an investrgation conducted by a student in an attempt to achieve higher tempemtures by using a
small quantity of oil is given below To increase the heat capacity of the system and there by to achieve higher
temperatures, he has used small reusable solid porcelain spheres mixed with a relatively small quantty of oil

(d) As the fint step, the student poured 02kg of oil into a surtable pot having outer walls covered
with an insulating material, and heated upto 200"C using a small immersion heater. The heater
was then removed and 0.2k9 of dry food material was adde.d instantly and mixed with the
oil If the specific heat capacities of rhe oil and rhe food material are l650Jkg-r "C-r and
l600Jkg_'"C' respectively, and the initial temperalure of food material ts 30"C, calculate the Rnal
tempemture of the mtxture. Assume that the heat capacity of the empty pot is negligible compared
with that of orl, and tle heat loss to surrounding is a.lso negligible.

(D) Student then emptie.d the pot and added the same amount
(0.2 kg) of fresh oil as in (d) above ard also a certain
amount of small solid untform Fnrcelain spheres Assume that
the added spheres get packed, ln the regular manner (regular oil
packing) as shown in figure (l). The spheres were added ro
the pot in such a way that the space of the volds created
by the spheres when get packed occupies half the volume of
oil in the pot (see figure (l)).
(i) As the spheres are packed tn the regular manner, considering

the unit cubes occupied by spheres as shown in figure (2), show
that the total volume of spher€s is equal to the volume of oil
contaning in the voids. (Take n = 3.)

(ii) If the densities ofthe oil and porcelain are 900 kg m-3 and 2500 kg m l
respectively, calculate the rnass of the porc€lain spheres.

(iii) The student then heated the pot conraining oil togetler with rhe porcelain spheres upro 200.C, and
agarn added and mixed the same amount (0 2 kg) of the same food material at 30 "C, as in (a) above.
If the specinc heat capacity of porcelain is 1000 J kgr .C r, calculate the final temperature of the
mixture Neglect the heat capacity of the empty pot and the heat loss to surrounding.

(c) What is the advantage if smaller porcelain spheres than those used in the above investigation are used?

)(a) The diagram given in figure (1) shows the essential parts of a setup
necessary to carry out the photo€lectnc effect experiment
(i) The part marked as D is a voltage supply. What are the two main

features, D should have in order to obtain photoelectric current
(1) potential difference (1, characteristic?

(ii) Name the parts labelled as A and B.
fiir) [$o monochromaric Iight b€ams. gref,n lwavelenglh ,1"1 ard red

Itlavelength.t.r>,1_rl colours wilh same intensities mi'asured in
W m 2, are allowea to incident on A, one beam at a time. The

Voids ftcupy half the
volumc of oil
Frgure (l)

Figure (l)
frequencies of the light beams are higher than the threshold frequency of the material made of A
(1) Draw a rough sketch to indicate the variation of / with y, for both green and red colours in the

same graph The curves for green and red colours should be clearly labelled as G and R respectively
Assume that samc percentage of incident green and red colour photons emrt photoelectrons

(2) If the diffcrence between the stopping potentials is Al4 and the difference between the frequencies

is A/ for green ard red colours, obtain an expression for the ratio ff. in terms of planck's

constant ft and magnitude of the electronlc charge e using the Bnstein's photoelectric effect
eouatlon

Figure (2)

Light bean
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(r) A certain photoelectric smoke alarm system mainly
consists oi a T-shaDed charnb€r fitied with a monochromatic
light emittin8 diode (LED), a photocathode and an
electronic alarm as shown in figure 2(a).

Under the norma.l smoke free condition, the photons
of the LED light be3m travel through the chamber and
move away without strikng the photocathode as shown
in figure 2(a) When smoke enten the chamb€r, some
of the photons collide with the smoke particles and
move in different directions without change in their wavelength as shown in f,gure 2(b). The number of
photons thus collides is proportional to the number of smoke particles present in the chamber. Out of the
collided photons, a ceitain numb€r is incident on the photocathode and generates a small photo€lectnc
current. When a sufficient number of photons is incident
on the photocathode it genemtes an adequate curent to
aclivate the eleclronic alam

(i) If the wavelen8th of the photons emitted by the
LED rs E25 nm, calculate the energy of a photon
in eV.

Take lr=6.6x1034Js, speed of light in vacuum c=3xl03msr and leV=l.6xlo-reJ.
(ir) Two photocathodes X and f, made of materials with work functions 14eV and l.6ev respectlvely,

are available to you. Which photocathode (X or t, is surtable to construct a smoke alarm system
with the LED mentioned in (rxi) above? Justify your answer

(iii) Power of the LED is l0 mW If only 3Ea of eneryy goes into produce light of wavelength of
825 nm, calculate the number of photons emitted by the LED per second.

(iv) Photocathode should receive at least 207d of tie emifted photons per second from the LED to activate
the alarm- Calculate the minimum number of Dhotons oer second that should be incident on the
photocathode to activate the alarm.

(v) When photons are incident on the photocathode, only a part of the incident photons contributes to the
emission of photoelectrons. Assuming that only l07o of incident photons emits photoelectrons, calculate
the minimum photoelectric current that should be generated by the photocathode to activate the alarm
Take e = 1.6x lore C.

Figure 2(a)


